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Pr'evSw for the BRE reader. Do you Want this department to continue? 
Another cover in the terrific styTe of Aug,’40 -- who could the art
ist be, but. Rogers? Heinlein’s back with the feature novelet, Logic 
of Empire11 5 a further episode inhis xuture’s history, a story of the 
period previous to the setting of 11 It This Goes On --“ - slavery on 
Venus'. Cliff Simak's ’let? “Masquerode'1, ndt so hot -- EFRusscll’s 
“Spy” transfers: to Iler cur y., Vic Phillips of “Maiden Voyage” and Sal
vage” collaborates with Scott Roberts in “Putch” an exciting tale
in°his usual vein. Theo Sturgeon time-travols again in “Poker-Face”, 
an unusual story of a remarkable, poker player, Jameson takes advan
tage of the present situation to provide the basis for his short 
“Blockade Runner”/ But Brass Packer DBThompson provides the best of 
the' issue’s shorts, a" talc' of occentric people, natives of a planet 
with an “Eccentric Orbit”. KacDonald's * Sixth Column” concludes With 
the defeat of the Pan-Asians by tho.halood followers of Lord hot a - 
all brought about by the use of a certain marvellous * bc,..sic weapon . 
RSRichardson succeeds'in convincing, us that “ Space Has a Spectrum”, 
.and," therefore'is not empty space at all’. Schnoeman has a groat il
lustration for Thompson’s yarn, but otherwise is not so hot. Both of 
the I--ips as Usual:' but Eron is etill too urihuman., Editorial - swell.
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RAUBLING: Thanks for all your letters pals, and as most of you seen t'o 
to think that TT’o policy needs a little expansion I've tryed to feature 
one of Eric Needham’s ponce overleaf, superimposed on a background ill
ustration kindly drawn"by STAN’s -editor-artist, Art Williams. Let no know 

A what you think of it, also the general idea of policy expansion.
That Man HOLMES:again, tho’ I'm afraid he’s going to find himself very 
muchly cut:" Un inter c s t i ng M c 0 anil Business" pee uninteresting. Hhy tear 
the. guy to pieces??? All right McCann IS Campbell - if you say so
- but what mighty feat have you done, what have you proved, other than 
to= sho# that Campbell has the decency to lot some of his most excellent 
stuff -go into .print without claiming it for himself. And I night add 
that very few fans, the critical, ones, would fail to grab every oport- 
unity to get their names to every lino of print which appears in AST., 
whether they were■Editing it or not. l’’’’ "Review" was good; altho* I 
consider my ..opinion of mags to be of no value , to people who are not con
cerned, I. do firmly believe that tho bo arc of tidings of nags is an asset. 
From Coventry, tho’ recently shifted by "a big, beautiful bomb", come a 
few linos on tho sane question, by Ralph Orme -- "By a process of strict
.logic wo shall soon bo blaming Campbell for almost everything that's writ
ten in ASF. Who cares,. anyhow, as long as wo got the goods."

. Perpetrator of last month’s FIDO’s.Suggestion Corner has another one up 
his sleeve:'5--that subscribers to FIDO send a suggestion to the (Atlas) 
publishing company for a mag to replace UNKNOWN, if it flops, and guar
antee the sale of a certain number of copies of the mag." Any offers?

' A pat on the back for Doug, from fellow-ed. Ken Bulmer, "Shat a way to 
r head so absorbing an article; "This uninteresting McCann business indeed. 
A Rith that smashing start TT no.2 couldn’t go wrong. The review causes me 

■ to go green with thoughts of having io wait at least half a year before 
reading those yarns. coo’.’.'1" • -■ ’ ■ .
The McIlwain "Don’t you think,that events are astounding enough, with- 

; out the" need for Astounding escapism?"
; Hay be an old story to' youce guys., but Eric Needham explains:"Have you 

ever wondered why.the omission of Capital letters give a strangely fut
uristic look to anything? It beats me, even though I realise that I 

o started to hist capitals, when the shift key refused to function"!
That stalwart ASTOUNDING fan, Ted Cornell -- "I doubt very much if the 
AST Annual will ever appear. 11 "ib ' ’de f q ni t e 1 y .against the policy, of SIS 
to have anything reproduced again, bum changes in the market may make

•h them change their minds. If they do, I should imagine that they will re
print many yarns that ord famous, besides having now stuff. It depends on 

| now many yarns'-they have on hand." Now think it out for' yourselves, ladsi 
' Two Scotsmen: Doug Mobster, "I should also mention that the derivation of

TT from BRASS'TACKS is shout three years old - Ego Clarke once had an ex- 
• trembly funny article in NOVAE TERR^AE called "Tin Tacks 1 Science Concus
sions" Woo-woo!" Yeoh, I saw it too, bpt not until after TT1 was out’.’.
And John Morgan, who evidently has not boon fortunate enough to have had 
a peek af^Slon" : "I don’t think much of fripid Van Vogt.' I think you will 
agree'that that author’s efforts have all been in the- same strain; ”’’’ 
all dealt with some utterly monstrous, alien animal, posessing the most 
amazing biological capabilities. (Yes, no???)"
For an artistic finish, Horry Turner, "Yoh. can keep your Isips, Rogers, 
Orban, Kollikor, Kramer and the ilk - I thot once upon a time that Mar- 
c^ioni and Snuty wore pretty much prefer the work of these
two. to the stuff dished, up in ASF these days".

TT is very kindly duplicoded and distributed with FIDO by JMRosonblun, 
from, stencils cut at 31, Bexwcll Road, Downhom Market, Norfolk, by Don 
J. Doughty. Thanks, Michael — and you guys who write’.!


